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Orosur Mining Inc. 
Orosur has provided a further update on the progress of Minera Anzá’s drilling campaign 

that is currently underway on its Anzá project in Colombia.  Following last month’s 

addition of a third rig, diamond drill holes MAP-073, 074, 075 and 076 were completed 

during December 2020 and January 2021.  Drilled on three sections, these holes returned 

high-grade gold intersections, including 21.6m @ 6.02g/t Au, 12.25m @ 5.39g/t Au and 

4.35m @ 2.53g/t Au, as well as high grade zinc intersections, including 19.85m @ 6.46% 

Zn.  While assisting in addressing several of the discovery’s key structural questions, the 

uncovering of wide intersections of high-grade zinc added further weight to the concept 

of its mineralisation being a polymetallic Volcanogenic Massive Sulphide (‘VMS’) model.  

With the preliminary 2,300m drill program now largely completed, valuable guidance has 

been gained with respect to the nature and distribution of the mineralisation at APTA that 

will allow future drilling to be more efficiently targeted.  In the light of this, a decision has 

been taken to move into the next phase with a 7,000m program for which a fourth diamond 

drill rig will also be mobilised to site in the coming days. 
 

APTA – A polymetallic, gold rich VMS deposit? 
 

Having largely completed its preliminary drill program of 2,300m, the Orosur team is now 

developing a greater understanding of APTA, including its nature and paragenetic 

(geological and structural) controls that had been left unanswered during older campaigns 

by previous companies.  Over 18,000m was drilled by Waymar Resources prior to it 

becoming part of Orosur in late 2014, however subsequent work by Orosur determined 

that much of this work was oriented down dip and, although these holes often returned 

superficially attractive assay results, they did not provide sufficiently reliable geological 

information to fully understand the nature of the mineralisation or to allow accurate 

targeting/efficient expansion drilling.  The current program was therefore designed to 

address outstanding orientation and structural questions, as well as to provide insight into 

the style of mineralisation with a focus on the potential for a hybrid polymetallic 

VMS/Epithermal model. 

 

Drilling results: MAP-073, MAP-074, MAP-075 and MAP-076 
 

Key intersections included (further sample intercepts have been tabulated overleaf): 

 

• MAP-073 21.60m @ 6.02g/t Au, 6g/t Ag and 3.23 %Zn from 271.75m 

• MAP-074 5.20m @ 1.17g/t Au 4.97g/t Ag and 3.02% Zn from 195.40m 

• MAP-075 19.85m @ 0.90g/t Au 2.17 g/t Ag and 6.46% Zn from 226.15m 

• MAP-076 12.25m @ 5.39g/t Au, 1.65 g/t Ag and 0.18 % Zn from 228.65m 

 

MAP-073 and MAP-076 were drilled on the same section (see figure overleaf), to assist in 

resolving a geological interpretation issue in the south of the APTA zone, that had resulted 

from earlier holes having been drilled toward the east or having stopped short of the 

mineralised zones.  Both successfully resolved numerous uncertainties, also returning 

substantial intersections of high-grade gold and moderate zinc (as tabulated overleaf). 
 

Hole MAP-075 was drilled some 90m down dip of the previously announced MAP-072.    

Visually, the mineralisation within the breccia zone intersected was similar to that 

intersected in MAP-072 (see table overleaf), but assay results instead suggest MAP-075 has 

intersected a different mineralogical domain, transitioning from one that was gold 

dominant with secondary zinc, to one that is zinc dominant with secondary gold.   
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Although such metal zoning is an integral characteristic of VMS deposits, orientation problems identified with previous drilling 

mean that this is the first hole to display this specific feature.  It does, however, provide tangible guidance for further targeting.   

Zinc mineralisation in MAP-075 is at times massive, with grades in excess of 30% over small intervals.  Both MAP-072 and MAP-

075 also contain minor copper, roughly correlated with zinc, with grades at times as high as 0.8% Cu. 

 

MAP-074 was drilled up dip of a group of previous holes that had defined a complex zone of gold mineralisation (see figure overleaf).  

Mineralisation was thinner than expected with lower gold grade but, as with hole MAP-075, showed enhanced zinc grades. 

 

Further drill results might also be expected shortly depending on any delays in assaying at the labs due to COVID-19 related issues.  

Hole MAP-077 located an additional 90m down dip of MAP-075, has been completed and visually demonstrated similar 

intersections of massive sulphide and pervasive silicification.  All samples have already been submitted for assay, and are expected 

to provide additional guidance that should assist in further developing an understanding of the zonation within the VMS system.  

Drilling up dip with hole MAP-078 visually shows a thinner breccia package and might suggest the zone is pinching out.  With such 

information being essential for targeting of the orebody, hole MAP-080 has just been commenced down-dip.   
 

        Diamond Drill Hole Sample Intersections1 including New Holes: MAP-073, MAP-074, MAP-075 & MAP-076 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      1Intersections are reported as down-hole widths, not true widths.  The Company does not yet have                    Source: Orosur, RNS of 22 February 2021 
                          sufficient drilling information to accurately calculate true widths of drill hole intersections. 
 

           Drill Section, Holes MAP-073 and MAP-076 

 

                                                                                             Source: Orosur, RNS of 22 February 2021 
 

Hole   From (m)  To (m)  Interval (m) Au (g/t) Ag (g/t)          Zn (%) 
 MAP-072       108 112.10             4.10 6.52  29.74 0.28 

including 109.85 111.08 1.23 14.55 9.52 0.21 

 MAP-073 271.75 293.35 21.60 6.02 6.00 3.23 

including 272.60 279.80 7.20 17.17 10.64 9.28 

including 275.75 276.95 1.20 96.44 34.81 29.98 

 MAP-074 181.00 200.60 19.60 0.70 6.19 1.42 

including 198.70 199.20 0.50 5.30 4.95 2.48 

including 195.40 199.20 5.20 1.17 4.97 3.02 

 MAP-075 216.65 253.95 37.30 0.72 1.80 3.58 

including 226.15 246.00 19.85 0.90 2.17 6.46 

including 226.15 230.50 4.35 2.53 4.93 12.98 

 MAP-076 228.65 240.90 12.25 5.39 1.65 0.18 

including 236.35 238.30 1.95 30.82 4.66 0.52 

https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/OMI/colombia-update/14872741
https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/OMI/colombia-update/14872741
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Drill Section, Hole MAP-074 and Hole MAP-080 (currently drilling) 

 
                                                                                                 Source: Orosur, RNS of 22 February 2021 

 

           Drill Section. Hole MAP-075 and Hole MAP-077 (proposed) 

 
                                                                                               Source: Orosur, RNS of 22 February 2021 

 

 

Presenting both opportunity and challenge 
 

The emerging picture of APTA is as a polymetallic, gold rich, VMS deposit.  Although exploration still remains at an early stage, the 

quite exceptional grades that have already emerged, coupled with potential size plus polymetallic nature, offer scope for both an 

extended life-of-mine and positive project economics.  As Orosur’s Chief Executive, Brad George notes, this presents both 

opportunity and challenge.  Metal zoning issues might be seen to complicate mine planning, while recovery of precious metals from 

such deposits has also not always proved to be easy.  That said, solutions can be found through modern, technological approaches.   

The application of sulfide flotation, for example, has improved significantly as a result of updated process (such as Glencore 

Technologies’ Albion process), the use of different reagents and more sensitive monitoring technology, which together create 

potential to increase recoveries beyond 80%. 

 

 

https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/OMI/colombia-update/14872741
https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/OMI/colombia-update/14872741
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Investor interest in such projects is, not surprisingly, high.  One of the world’s best-known and most successful polymetallic VMS 

deposits, for example, is the Flin Flon mines which are located in Manitoba, Canada and began producing for their operator, Hudbay 

Minerals (TSX:HBM,NYSE:HBM), all the way back in 1930.  Another is the Kidd mine, also in Canada, where work began in the 

1960s and its current operator, Glencore (LSE:GLEN), is now mining at 9,600 feet, making it the world’s deepest base metals mine 

below sea level.  Both the Flin Flon and Kidd mines have produced significant quantities of copper and zinc, as well as silver or gold.  

The 777 mine at Flin Flon, for example, has average annual copper production of 25,000 tonnes, while Kidd produced some 39,000 

tonnes of the metal in 2017.  The numbers climb still higher when it comes to zinc; according to Hudbay Minerals, Flin Flon’s 777 

mine produces about 51,000 tonnes of the metal annually with Kidd having reportedly produced over 72,000 tonnes in past years. 

 

Possibly a more obvious and constructive comparison could made with Agnico Eagle’s own flagship VMS mine, the LaRonde 

Complex, (‘LaRonde’) which is located in the Abitibi region of north-western Quebec.  The experience Agnico gained from working 

with such mineralisation is now providing Orosur with important guidance regarding next steps to be taken.   Alternatively, further 

south the Romero Gold Project (‘Romero’) is a gold and copper resource development that has intermediate sulphidation epithermal 

style mineralisation located in Dominican Republic’s Province of San Juan.  Owned by GoldQuest Mining Corp., Romero is presently 

at the permitting stage to construct a 2,800 tonne-per-day underground mine.  

 

LaRonde Complex 

Comprises a VMS gold-rich deposit with lenses formed mainly by sulphide precipitation from hydrothermal fluids on the seafloor 

and by replacement below providing gold-copper and zinc-silver mineralization that occurs in the form of massive and disseminated 

sulphide lenses. The stacking of the LaRonde lenses is the result of successive volcanic events, intercalated by cycles of hydrothermal 

activity associated with reactivation of synvolcanic faults.   

 

The presence of silver and base metals adds considerably to the value of LaRonde’s gold ore, reducing the total cash cost to produce 

each ounce of gold on a by-product basis. LaRonde has produced over 6 million ounces of gold since it opened in 1988.  LaRonde’s 

2.2-km deep Penna Shaft is now the deepest single-lift shaft in the Western Hemisphere.  Five different mineralized horizons are 

known to exist adjacent to the Penna Shaft; zinc-silver mineralization with lower gold values, common in the upper mine, grades 

into gold-copper mineralization within the lower mine. The predominant base metal sulphides are chalcopyrite (copper) and 

sphalerite (zinc). 

 

Romero Gold Project 

A Pre-Feasibility Study (‘PFS’) technical report for the Romero Gold Project was published on 10 November 2016.  It describes the 

deposit’s proposed development for an underground mine utilizing long hole incorporating drift and fill mining methods with 

cemented paste backfill.  The total planned mine life is approximately 8 years producing some 7 million tonnes of mineralized 

material mined and processed, leading to LOM production estimated to be 448 thousand tonnes (dry) of a bulk Cu-Au-Ag 

concentrate.  The Project’s Total Probable Mine Reserve Estimate in compliance with National Instrument (‘NI’) standards have 

been detailed below:   

 

Romero Gold Project – Mineral Reserve Estimate 
 

 
1. Gold equivalent metal prices $1,300/oz Au, $20.00/oz Ag and $2.50/lb Cu 
2. Cut-off NSR metal prices: Cu $2.50/lb - Au $1,250/oz - Ag $17.00/oz; 
Recovery: Cu-96.8% Au-71.7% Ag-54.4%, Payable: Cu-96.5 Au-90.0 Ag-95.0, 
Treatment Charges, Refining Charges (TCRC): $257.83/dmt, Cu concentrate 20% 

                     Source: JDS Energy & Mining Inc. (2016) 

 

The PFS concludes that the project’s potential mining and processing cost (including G&A) could be as low as US$45.97/tonne, 

which represents good guidance for South American projects of this scale which typically end up quite significantly lower than 

similar proposals in North America.  This was based on an estimated total capital costs (including a 15% contingency) at US$250.9m 

together with an estimated LOM total operating cost of US$323.2m.  Its economic model derived a pre-tax break-even Au price of 

US$640/oz, cash costs of US$669/oz and cash costs net of by-products (Cu & Ag) of US$191 with Au estimated to represent 73% 

https://goldquestcorp.com/images/projects/romero/technical-reports/TechnicalReport-Nov2016-GoldquestMining.pdf
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of payable metal by value over the LOM.    The project NPV (pre-tax) is forecast to be US$317.2m or US$202.7m after tax, both 

using a discount rate of 5%.  As such, its pre-tax internal rate of return (‘IRR’) was estimated at 38.7%, or 28.2% after tax, implying 

a simple payback period (after-tax) of 2.5 years. 

 

Favouring underground mining for APTA 

Possibly one of APTA’s key planning takeaways is that it needs to demonstrate a high enough metal value/tonne to support 

underground mining, as it is considered that an open pit is now unlikely to be successfully permitted on Colombia’s Mid-Cauca belt.  

This has already been demonstrated with major low-grade porphyry projects like, for example, AngloGold Ashanti’s La Colosa that 

is ultimately likely be abandoned on such grounds, as was Greystar Resources’ seemingly ill-fated Angostura gold deposit which 

similarly stalled a decade or so back.  Contrasting with the relatively dry condition of the naturally draining Altiplano region of 

Chile, these projects found themselves located in a rugged, hot and wet part of Colombia, meaning that not only would the ‘scar’ 

that such surface mining creates on the landscape raise the hackles of environmentalists, but they also create complex and expensive 

problems when dealing with waste and tailings disposal in an ecological manner.  Moreover, APTA’s ore has a high sulphide content 

which becomes mixed with rainfall in the region’s ambient temperatures, suggests acid drainage could also become an issue.  Such 

problems of course do not arise when working underground, given that there is little surface footprint and little or no waste given 

that all tailings are simply pumped back underground as backfill. 

 

Orosur now has limited execution or funding risk  
 

As part of the private placement Orosur completed on 30 November 2020, Newmont was granted a right to participate in future 

equity offerings of Orosur in order to maintain its ownership level at 19.9% (following the Placing, Newmont’s participation was 

cut to 15.6%).  The Exploration and Option Agreement originally entered into includes a three-phase earn-in structure to earn up 

to 75% through a minimum commitment of US$30.0 million in qualifying expenditures over twelve years, completing a NI 43-101 

compliant feasibility study while making cash payments to Orosur totalling US$4.0 million during phases 1 and 2.  Most recently, 

for example, on 10 November 2020, Orosur received the sum of US$582,170, from Minera Monte Águila S.A.S. (‘Monte Águila’), 

the new name for Newmont Colombia SAS, a Colombian company that is a 50:50 JV between Newmont and Agnico Eagle Mines 

Limited (‘Agnico’, NYSE:AEM, TSX:AEM), in connection with maintaining the earn-in rights pursuant to the Option Agreement.  

TPI estimates that cash generated from the Placing, along with existing cash/receipt of remaining instalments remains sufficient to 

carry Orosur through to the completion of a pre-feasibility study for APTA.  Today’s news provides not only further verification of 

previous drill results and a greater understanding of the geological structure, but also sufficient confidence for management to move 

into the next phase of drilling with along with the addition of a fourth rig.   

 

Realistically, Monte Águila will wait for Minera Anzá to complete the planned 2,400m over eight holes plus the next 7,000m 

program and then comprehensively analyse the data generated, following which it could then take a formal decision to assume 

operational control of the Anzá Project.  On this basis, its participation could potentially increase to a majority within 18 or so 

months thereafter.  In this respect, the Board’s decision to ensure that the campaign will not be unduly hindered by the Pandemic 

most certainly appears to be in shareholder’s best interests, particularly when considering drilling results reported by Los Cerros 

Limited (ASX:LCL) whose nearby Quinchia Project in the Mid-Cauca gold belt on 21 January 2021 reported latest drilling from its 

Tesorito South porphyry target returning its strongest gold intercept ever recorded, including 102m @ 2.11 g/t Au from 28m .  This 

further demonstration of the regions exceptional prospectivity resulted in Los Cerros’ share price spiking some 50% the news.  Given 

the resounding verification delivered by recent drilling, together with the Board’s expectation that the remaining assays will produce 

similar polymetallic gradings and widths, the Anzá Project appears capable of driving strong mining economics.  On this basis, TPI 

considers a positive decision from Agnico & Newmont could potentially be delivered within the next 12 to 18 months which, in 

turn, would add considerably to Orosur’s current valuation.      

 
Please note that TPI’s valuation is based on financial modelling and there is no guarantee that such a valuation will ever be realised, 

therefore please do not base investment decisions on this valuation alone.  Also please note that past performance is not a reliable 

indicator of future results. 
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THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA. 

 

Conflicts 

This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). The analyst 

who has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”) has a relationship with the company 

covered in this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote 

the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by TPI or its clients ahead of the 

dissemination of investment research.  

TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide services (including 

corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall. Accordingly, information may be available 

to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon or used research recommendations before they have been 

published. 

 

Risk Warnings 

Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document.  

Any opinions expressed in this document are those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in this document is 

the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. 

 

The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and sudden 

swings. In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in significant trading spreads and sometimes 

may lead to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and 

forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results.  

AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less demanding than those 

of the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently, AIM investments may not be suitable for some investors. Liquidity 

may be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise. 

 

Specific disclaimers  

TPI acts as Joint Broker to Orosur Mining Inc. (‘Orosur’) which is listed on the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange (‘AIM’) 

and the Toronto Stock Exchange (‘TSX’).  TPI’s private and institutional clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell Orosur’s 

securities.  

Opinions and estimates in this document are entirely those of TPI as part of its internal research activity. TPI has no authority 

whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of Orosur. 
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 General disclaimers 

This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research” in accordance 

with the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable but no warranty or 

representation, express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion reflects TPI’s judgement at the date 

of publication and neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts any responsibility in respect of the information or 

recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are subject to change without notice. Any forecast or valuation given in this 

document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. 

TPI does not undertake to provide updates to any opinions or views expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability whatsoever 

(in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in 

connection with this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by 

applicable law).  

The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an 

offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in the document is general information 

intended for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity investment in smaller companies. It does not constitute a 

personal recommendation as defined by the FCA or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or 

needs of individual investors nor provide any indication as to whether an investment, a course of action or the associated risks are 

suitable for the recipient.  

This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons under the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive 2004/39/EC as set out in the rules of the Financial 

Conduct Authority. This document may not be published, distributed or transmitted to persons in the United States of America, 

Japan, Canada or Australia. This document may not be copied or reproduced or re-distributed to any other person or organisation, 

in whole or in part, without TPI’s prior written consent.  

Copyright © 2021 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved. 

 

 


